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 MAD SCIENCE MONDAY:  SCIENTISTS MADE A HYPOTHESIS, EXPERIMENTED, AND ANALYZED RESULTS   

Dear families:  Thank you to all of the 

families who joined us at Open House 

on Tuesday night.  It was awesome to 

share our artwork, display our first 

technology project, and explore math 

and literacy centers with you. 

 

Reading:  Students interacted with 

many stories this week.  Some of our 

read-aloud books were School Bus, The 

Wheels on the Bus, Bus Stop, Bus Go!, 

and School Bus Safety. We compared 

our fictional school bus stories with 

nonfiction.  How can we tell a book is 

nonfiction?  We discussed photographs 

versus illustrations and information 

versus story-telling or narrative.  

During literacy time, we introduced two 

letters, Mm and Tt.  Children identify 

the letter, demonstrate the letter 

sound, and say it in sign language.  We 

call this process ‘Say it, Sound It, Sign 

It’.  Ask your child about our letter-

sound actions and how to sign letters 

Mm and Tt.  In our rotations, we read 

My Mm Book and My Tt Book.  We 

practiced tracking using dots under 

each word.  Students ‘buttered up’, or 

highlighted, Mm and Tt words using 

their letter and sound awareness.  

Those books can be found in each 

child’s personal book box.  Students, 

also, learned three sight words this 

week, ‘my’, ‘go’, and ‘stop’.  In rotations, 

we complete sight word work, like 

stamping our sight words, rainbow 

writing, or tracing.  Children engaged in 

literacy games, like Chip Clip Letter 

Sequencing (sequencing the alphabet), 

Letter Soup (sound sorting in soup 

cans), or Go, Fish! (letter ID, lowercase 

to uppercase).   

 

Writing:  Writer’s workshop was 

buzzing with activity.  We completed 

our writing assessments and did our 

best to write at our own levels, from 

drawing pictures to labeling to making 

words.  Students, also, explored their 

very first Write-The-Room.  This 

activity was a summation of the “Back 

to School” unit, where students found 

hidden pictures and words of school 

supplies that we have learned about.  

We would find the picture/word card 

with our pointers and record that word 

on our clipboards.  This activity helps 

us develop letter formation skills, build 

a broader vocabulary, and practice 

spelling and putting together letters to 

make words.  We are creating a love of 

writing! 

 

Proud to Count to 20 
Friends are excited to use their tens frames and 

show off their counting skills.  When we use 

counters and tens frames, we practice 1:1 

correspondence, number ID, and oral counting. 

Recording Rock Stars 

Wyatt and Rudy smile as they record voice 

narrations to go with digital artwork.  We used 

the program, Audacity, along with Voicethread.
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Mathematics:  Mathematicians in 

kindergarten have been showcasing their 

skills with counting and cardinality, our 

first math unit!  We begin by exploring 0-5, 

with exposure to larger numbers within our 

differentiated math groups.  Students are 

exploring how to write, sequence, and 

identify numbers in different 

representations (pictures, tens frames, 

dots, etc.).  We used our Pencil Memory 

Game, tens frames and numeral cards, to 

match numbers to representations.  We, 

also explored a math tool called a number 

line! 

 

Social Studies & Science:  For social studies, students read our Let’s Find Out magazine, titled, “How to Be a Friend”. In this issue, 

we discovered two unlikely friends, a cheetah and a dog.  A friend can be anybody, just by being kind, gentle, sharing and 

compromising.  Kindergarteners are building friendships with their peers each day.  We compared our furry friends on the back 

cover.  In science, we had an explosive experiment to kick off our first unit.  Mad Science Monday will be our big whole group lesson 

each week and throughout the rest of the week we will explore science in small groups.  This week we conferred about how to be a 

scientist.  We read How Do You Do Science? and discussed science safety, like wearing protective clothing and following directions 

carefully and thoughtfully.  For our experiment, we examined materials.  We needed baking soda, vinegar, food coloring, and 

popsicle sticks (for mixing).  We made observations using our senses.  Vinegar is “stinky” and we noticed it was a liquid.    After 

putting on safety goggles and ‘lab coats’, we mixed food coloring and vinegar together, so add a little bit of color to our experiment.  

We formed a hypothesis about what would happen to vinegar and baking soda.  We thought it would make dough.  Then, we combined 

the ingredients and it exploded! We analyzed results.  What happened?  You can watch our reactions on our webpage.  We were 

very excited, but we were able to be safe scientists!
 

Creative Expression:  We are artists!  Children created coconut trees after reading Chicka Chicka Boom Boom.  All of the letters, in 

this story, climb up a tree and the tree bends so much that the letters tumble out!  We created brown tree trunks by cutting 

rectangles and green leaves by folding and cutting paper.  Last, we identified letters and glued them on our trees!  We, also, 

illustrated pictures for our own letter Mm book! 

Love,  

Mrs. Allaire 

 

• FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 22: September Book Orders Due 

• WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27: Field Trip to Scotland Public Library 

• THURSDAY, SEPTMEBER 28: Picture Day 

Upcoming Events & Important Notes 

Families,  please don’t 

hesitate to contact me with 

any questions, concerns, or 

ideas!  Email me at 

jallaire@scotlandes.org. 


